Dear Prof. He,

I would like to inform you that a paper:

*He B. ...et al.:"The Study on pH Gradient Control in Solution for Driving Bacteria"*

submitted to the *Biocybernetics and Biomedical Engineering* (BBE) can be accepted to the print, but only in a color version of figures. In the black and white version many details of the figures are not visible and therefore this version cannot be accepted. However, BBE covers printing’s costs only in black and white version. If it is necessary to print the color version the costs are covered by authors. In this case the total price is equal to 230 euro and it should be paid to a bank account (payment after accepting of the final version of the paper). Please write if you are ready to pay for the color version of the figures of your paper.

If you decide to pay for it, it is still necessary to correct the paper in accord to the enclosed remarks. The final version of your paper will be verified by a linguist.

Regards

Jerzy Pietka

Editor of BBE